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STARS OF THE WEEK
Hair and Beauty
Sophie Tymoszycki – excellent effort and attitude to
learning
Child Development
Daisy Murray – a positive start to lessons
DT
Robert Lashley and Joel Keegan for going above and
beyond with their practical coursework. They are
pushing their practical capabilities to their limit.
English
Rebecca Maxwell for working independently
Libby Rawcliff for arriving on time with a great attitude
and effort.
Accelerated reader
Layton Smith for concentrating on his reading and
taking his book home
PE
KS2 - Aaron Powell - for showing resilience and a
determination to succeed.
KS3- Sean Pollard - for outstanding effort and attitude
during both his PE lessons and while representing
Meadow Park football team.
KS4 - Joel Keegan - for showing a consistent mature
and positive attitude during both his sports lessons and
while representing Meadow Park Football team.
Maths
Joel Keegan for excellent attitude during maths
lessons and Libby Rawcliffe for really trying to improve
her behaviour during lessons.
PD
Aaron Smith for outstanding effort.
Art
Codie Sussock for completing a fantastic piece of Art
work.
Megan Melling – fantastic watercolour skills
Food Technology
Rob Lashley – fantastic attitude and a beautiful
apricot meringue pie
Science
KS3 - Aaron Smith for his excellent practical skills, polite
manners and mature attitude in lessons.
KS4 - Michael McVerry for always being polite and
respectful and for the excellent effort his shows every
lesson.

GOOD NEWS STORIES
KS3 pupils have written some fantastic
poetry this week.

aff Star of the

Staff Star of the week:
Mrs Walsh would like to nominate Ms Cleary for always being professional,
approachable, friendly and positive.
Date
w/c
Monday

Assembly topic of
the Week

Value of the Week

PD focus

27 / 01 / 20

Holocaust

We speak up when something’s not right.

Persecution

03 / 02 / 20

Helping others

We help and guide others in making the right
choices.

Charity

10 / 02 / 20

Celebration Assembly

We resolve problems patiently; we’re not
afraid to make tough decisions.

Managing Conflict

Class Aspire took part in a well-being morning on Tuesday with our therapist, Ange Courtman.
The session involved breakfast, peer massage, yoga and meditation. All pupils really enjoyed the
experience and the behaviour for the rest of the day was impeccable.

Ms Clarke would like to nominate Sophie Tymoszycki for attendance - not only has her
attendance improved, it’s good to see her looking happy and more settled around
school.
Mrs Fishwick would like to nominate Markus Kerr for improved attendance last week and
Megan Melling for her fantastic work ethic.
Miss Macey would like to nominate Kevin Atkinson. Kevin has shown a tremendous level
of independence and motivation to challenge himself with his maths work. He has been
offering to support other students with their work throughout the week.
Ms Kelly would like to nominate Reem Etoum forward for impeccable manners and
being a very tidy and grateful person.

Well done to everybody who worked hard to achieve
points in our positive attitude incentive – some lucky group
will be getting a ‘Maccies’

